The "Swiss Made" (AKA "Pfeil") tools are available at Woodcraft in Manchester and you will have a 10% discount but Mary has arranged with "Chipping Away" to supply her students with two tool sets of fish-tail gouges in the sizes listed above at a significant savings.

If you have tools that are close and you want to check if they will work or not please contact Mary directly at marymaycarving@yahoo.com.

Long handled (9" to 10") fishtail shaped gouges are preferred where available, but straight shaped are fine also.

Other materials:
Fingerless gloves (biker or weight-lifting gloves)
Mallet (the school has a lot of these)
Sharpening equipment -We will have sharpening stones in the school but if you have some of your own, please bring it. Arkansas stones, diamond stones, water stones, slip stones (small shaped stones for getting into the inside of the gouges), leather strops.
I would not go out and buy any stones for this class.
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